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Web page 

Discrete, ultra low noise multi-pattern fractal DAC with ElectroTos input.


The DA96ETF pairs with U192ETL or UPL96ETL, these support the ElectroTos low jitter protocol. 
Note: the DA96ETF does not support standard Toslink protocol, it will only produce noise when 
attempting to drive it with standard Toslink sources. Sample rate support: 44.1, 48, 88.2, and 96 
KHz. Bit depth: automatic (ElectroTos protocol). Standard digital audio protocols are no longer 
used / generated anywhere in the DA96ETF. D/A converter type: Fractal multi-pattern converter, 32 
bit core / channel (this type of converter is -completely- different from all existing audio D/A 
converters). Fractal multi-pattern converters offer extreme long term accuracy (with given 
component tolerances), low output impedance (375 Ohms), and extremely low digital interface 
switching noise because of the parallel data interface (highest switching frequency equals the 
sample rate / ELE latch signal). System: unfiltered NOS (fully passive output circuit). By using 88.2 
or 96 KHz, 2 x oversampling can be obtained. Included power supply: external, 5V/100mA (4.8 ... 
5V5), connection USB-B (large).
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Introduction 
The Fractal DAC is the end result in the quest for the holy grail in digital audio: realistic music reproduction. So here it is, 
the DAC that finally accomplishes what many have been waiting for since the introduction of digital audio in October 1982. 
When looking for a new DAC it is obvious that one looks at technical specs. Better specs must surely translate to better 
sound .... or not? Do we really capture all relevant DAC parameters with the tests we carry out? Why does every DAC with 
similar superb technical specs still sound so different? Why are we still tweaking our digital audio sets, and why does 
everything seem to have some impact on sound quality? With digital audio we expect superior music reproduction and 
since we are using only one's and zero's the music reproduction quality should be absolutely consistent. So what's so 
different about this Fractal DAC compared to the many existing DACs? First of all it uses the ElectroTos low jitter protocol 
that no other DAC has, it eliminates known jitter issue like no other DAC can. Next problem is interface switching noise 
spectrum, you know, everything seems to change the sound, the source, the interlink, applications running on the source, 
Wired LAN and so on. This is the noise problem we have to tackle. The Fractal D/A converter has a parallel interface that 
feeds all audio data bits to the D/A converter simultaneously (very low noise). Existing DACs feed the D/A converter bit for 
bit (serial) this produces much higher switching noise. This leaves D/A conversion, the fractal DAC, as the name implies. is 
based on fractals or ever repeating patterns instead of bits. This is a fundamentally different conversion method for digital 
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Connection Overview
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